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Feb. - May 1954 (Spring Semester)

1 Conditional prediction
3 British Israelisrn
4 Jer 25:15
S 'all' does not mean everyone without exception

Jer 31:33 difference between dispensation of law and of grace

6 The New Covenant
7 Difference between New Covenant and Old Covenant

Whole nation will be saved instead of electing just a few
Whole nation will be saved in the millennial age

Arnil interp of the New Covenant Can't fit the church age
Two errors to avoid

Everything wonderful that's predicted is a picture of churchage
Everything wonderful predicted is about the millennium

9 God gives pictures of both the millennium and of the church age
in the, OT

10 Any presuppositions are wrong
11 We. must take the inductive approach

Just because everything fits into a beutiful system does not
prove that the system is true
Anything built on inference may prove to be false

12 Half of Daniel is about Maccabees and half about Antichrist
Je.r 33:13 Which of two suggested interpretations is correct?

14 No one. knows the exacty way it will be fulfilled--whether the
sacrifices will be literal or not
Dislike of the. term 'spiritualizing'which is to twist meaning

15 Difference between spiritualizing and taking a thing figuratively
Use of figurative language in the Bible

16 Rebukes are left for Israel and blessings taken for the church
Writer who said nothing in Revelation is to be taken literally

17 Micah Isaiah mentions Uzziah, Micah doesn't
13 Purpose of Micah's book i e rebuke mingled with encouragement

for the godly
20 Micah lJl to 2:11 is rebuke

2:14 Moresheth Play on words One who seizes your property
21 Micah 3 is all rebuke

Micah chs. 4-5 are blessing
22 Nicah 6:1-5 is rebuke

23 How man y sections are. there in Micah's prophecy?
24 Most Bible Dictionaries say it is divided into 3 sections

25 First section 1/1-2:11
27 Cornparrisons and similes
28 Interpretation of Micah 2:ll-l3
32 Commentaries interpretation of Mi. 2/11-13

34 Micah 2:12 'all' the remndnt f Israel.
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